Examples to Accompany DMS Funding Request

Pay to Play Record:

**Before –**

**Corporation Author:** Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

**Title:** IEEE Xplore [electronic resource]

**Publisher Information:** New York, N.Y. : IEEE, c2000

**Description:**

- **Mode of Access:** Click on the following to: Connect to IEEE Xplore (Online)
- **Note:** 5 libraries have this item

**Summary:**

- Provides access to IEEE journals, magazines, conference proceedings, and books.

**Subjects:**

- Electric engineering
- Periodicals
- Indexes

**After –**

**Corporation Author:** Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

**Title:** IEEE Xplore [electronic resource]

**Publisher Information:** New York, N.Y. : IEEE, c2000

**Description:**

- **Mode of Access:** Click here...
- **Note:** 5 libraries have access to this item

**Summary:**

- Users referred to list of libraries providing access and to appropriate "local" URL.

**Subjects:**

- Electric engineering
- Standards
- Indexes
E-journal Record Example:

Before –

Users outside the 2 libraries get a "You are not authorized to use" message.

After –

Users referred to lists of those libraries providing access and to appropriate "local" URL.